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Christmas Fair Comic

It will soon be Christmas fair at school.
Miss Squeak needs some helpers.
She chooses Red mouse, Roly and Blue
mouse to help Santa. Blue mouse will be a
fairy. Read and Roly will be elves.
Some mice are chosen to help on the stalls.

The great day is here at last and the three friends
arrive at school together. A lot of work has been
done already. Miss Squeak has put up lots of
colourful decorations. Roly and Red mouse get
ready to help collect the money. Blue mouse
shows tiny mice into Santa’s Grotto one at a time.

How many mice can you see in the picture?

Look at the decorations.
What colours can you see?

Santa calls out “Ho, ho, ho.” One tiny mouse starts
to cry, He wants his mum. Blue mouse puts her
arm around him and Santa gives him a special
present. It’s an aeroplane. The little mouse zooms
off to find his mum and dad. “Next please,” calls
Roly importantly.
There are 5 toys hidden in the picture.
Can you find them?

At the end of the day the three friends are very
tired, so is Santa. This is a busy time of the year for
him. “Thank you very much for all your help,” says
Santa. He gives his helpers a present and waves
goodbye. Roly’s mum and dad come to collect
the three mice. They find Blue mouse and Roly.
But where’s Red mouse? There he is fast asleep in
the home corner. What a long day it has been for
three little mice!
Which little mouse was fast asleep?
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School & home activities
1. Spot the difference - Can you spot the eight differences.

2. Colour in the Christmas picture

3. Maze - Help Rudolf find the sleigh so he can deliver all the presents before it’s too late.
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4. Roddy the elf is packing a Christmas stocking

He can only put in toys that start with the letter “C”. Can you help him?

5. Game - Look carefully at the Christmas picture. Now look at the things below.
How many times can you find them in the picture? Write the numbers in the boxes.
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